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Abstract 

The retail sector in India is witnessing a huge revamping exercise as 

traditional markets make way for new formats such as departmental stores, 

hypermarkets, supermarkets and specialty stores. Retail is India’s emerging 

industry, accounting for around 10 per cent of the country’s GDP and around 

eight per cent of the employment. Some of the key players in the Indian retail 

market, with a dominant share are: 1) Pantaloon Retail Ltd, a Future group 

venture: Over 12 mn sq. ft. of retail space spread over 1,000 stores, across 71 

cities in India. 2) Shoppers Stop Ltd: Over 1.82 mn sq. ft. of retail space 

spread over 35 stores, in 15 cities. 3) Spencer’s Retail, RPG Enterprises: 

Retail footage of over 1.1 mn sq. ft. with approx 250 stores, across 66 cities. 4) 

Lifestyle Retail, Landmark group venture: Has approximately 15 lifestyle 

stores and 8 Home centres. Other major domestic players in India are Bharti 

Retail, Tata Trent, Globus, Aditya Birla ‘More’, and Reliance retail. 

It has emerged as one of the most dynamic and fast paced industries with 

several players entering the market. Western-style malls have begun appearing 

in metros and several other cities alike introducing the Indian consumer to a 

shopping experience like never before. India’s vast middle class and its almost 

untapped retail industry are key attractions for global retail giants wanting to 

enter newer markets. This paper provides information about the growth and 

challenges of retailing industry in India. It examines the growing awareness 

and brand consciousness among people and focus on growth of retail sector in 

India, strategies, strength and opportunities of retail stores, retail format in 

India and recent trends. Growth of Retail Companies in India exhibits the 

boom in the retail industry in India over the years. The increases in the 
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purchasing power of the Indian middle classes and the influx of the foreign 

investments have been encouraging in the Growth of Retail Companies in 

India. It also highlights the challenges faced by the industry in near future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The face of the Indian retail industry is changing. A number of changes have taken 

place on the Indian retail front such as increasing availability of international brands, 

increasing number of malls and hypermarkets and easy availability of retail space. 

With the Indian government having opened up the doors for FDI, the entry of foreign 

retailers into the country has become easier. India has come a long way from the 

traditional Kirana stores and is on its way to becoming a ‘mall country’. India has a 

large middle class as well as youth population, which has contributed greatly to the 

retail phenomenon. The middle class is considered to be a major potential customer 

group. The youth are perceived as trend setters and decision makers. Tourist spending 

in India is increasing, which has also prompted the retail boom. The evolution of the 

Indian retail industry together with the contribution of varied segments such as food 

& grocery, apparel & footwear etc, have been dealt in detail. 

Not only is it the largest component of the services sector, but is also double the size 

of the next largest broad economic activity in the services sector. The Indian retail 

market, which was largely unorganized till recently, has undergone an immense 

transformation in the post liberalization era. Given the attractiveness of the Indian 

retail sector, foreign retailers like Wal-Mart, Carrefour SA, Europe's largest retailer 

and Tesco Plc, the UK's largest retailer, were keen to enter this growing market. 

Before looking at the markets themselves it is first necessary to define what is meant 

by retailing. The purpose of retail shops or markets for any commodity is to provide 

an environment for looking at and buying merchandise that is displayed for sale. With 

a conventional shop, including a large-scale supermarket, there is usually a sales area 

where goods are displayed, a shop front used for advertising the goods and a service 

area where goods can be received, re-packed and stored. With a market stall these 

functions occur at one place. Or in other words, retailing offers a bundle of products 

and product benefits at one point to its customer 

In modern retailing, a key strategic choice is the format. Innovation in formats can 

provide an edge to retailers. Organized retailers in India are trying a variety of 

formats, ranging from discount stores to supermarkets to hypermarkets to specialty 

chains. In commerce, a retailer buys goods or products in large quantities from 

manufacturers or importers, either directly or through a wholesaler, and then sells 

individual items or small quantities to the general public or end user customers, 
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usually in a shop, also called store. Retailers are at the end of the supply chain. 

Marketers see retailing as part of their overall distribution strategy. Retailing, it 

consists of all activities involved in selling goods and services to end consumers for 

their personal, family, or household use. Retailing (organized & unorganized) can 

take place in any of the following possible formats like Mom-and-Pop, Mass 

Discounters, Warehouse Stores , Category Killers Department Stores , Boutique 

Catalog Retailers, E-tailors, Franchise , Convenience, Vending Hypermarkets, and 

Supermarkets etc.  

 

INDIAN RETAIL INDUSTRY 

India retail industry is the largest industry in India, with an employment of around 8% 

and contributing to over 10% of the country's GDP. Retail industry in India is 

expected to rise 25% yearly being driven by strong income growth, changing 

lifestyles, and favorable demographic patterns. It is expected that by 2016 modern 

retail industry in India will be worth US$ 175- 200 billion. A further increase of 7-8% 

is expected in the industry of retail in India by growth in consumerism in urban areas, 

rising incomes, and a steep rise in rural consumption. It has further been predicted that 

the retailing industry in India will amount to US$ 21.5 billion by 2010 from the 

current size of US$ 7.5 billion. The present value of the Indian retail market is 

estimated by the India Retail Report to be around Rs. 12, 00,000 crore ($270 billion) 

and the annual growth rate is 5.7 percent.  

The total concept and idea of shopping has undergone an attention drawing change in 

terms of format and consumer buying behavior, ushering in a revolution in shopping 

in India. Modern retailing has entered into the Retail market in India as is observed in 

the form of bustling shopping centers, multi-storied malls and the huge complexes 

that offer shopping, entertainment and food all under one roof. A large young working 

population with median age of 24 years, nuclear families in urban areas, along with 

increasing working-women population and emerging opportunities in the services 

sector are going to be the key factors in the growth of the organized Retail sector in 

India. The growth pattern in organized retailing and in the consumption made by the 

Indian population will follow a rising graph helping the newer businessmen to enter 

the India Retail Industry. 

 

Growth 

There has been a significant increase in Private Label brands in recent years 

worldwide and we can announce that in India Private Label brands are moving at a 

great pace as well. Private Labels are growing faster than manufacturer’s brands. 

They are more popular today than at any time before. Private Labels have gained an 
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increased market penetration and are growing at a rapid rate. A Private Label is 

defined as ‘the products retailers sell under their own names”. According to the 

Private Label Manufacturers’ Association (PLMA), “Private Label products 

encompass all merchandise sold under a retailer’s brand. That brand can be the 

retailer’s own name or a name created exclusively by that retailer”. The term retailer’s 

own-brand is often used interchangeably with private label, own-label, retailer brand 

or store brand. Private labels have come a long way over the past three decades. In the 

past, Private labels were a cheap, low-price alternative to manufacturer brands but 

today, private labels have taken on a premium brands image. They are no longer seen 

as just cheap and poor quality products bought by less affluent customers but rather 

they Endeavour to be an alternative option of value or quality to manufacturer’s 

brands. Retailer’s brands are to be found next to national brands in every category. 

Indian retailing set to double in the next three years, to see the emergence of more 

national retail chains the optimism about Indian retail is corroborated by the KPMG 

Retail Survey. More than 70 percent of our survey respondents expect to grow in 

excess of 40 percent per annum in the next three years. Going by the growth plans of 

the retailers we met, modern retailing is expected to double in terms of the number of 

outlets and retail space in the next three years, with emergence of more national retail 

chains. Modern retailing action is in urban areas – but India is witnessing experiments 

to tap the rural retail potential. A majority of our survey respondents felt that the 

opportunity for modern retailing is in the urban areas. While there is a large potential 

in rural areas, fragmentation and the cost of market access are deterrents. Rural 

retailing is witnessing explorations by both corporates and entrepreneurs – ITC's 

Choupal Sagar, HLL's project Shakthi and Mahamaza are some of the models being 

tried out. While conclusive evidence to identify the winning rural retailing model is 

yet not available, such experiments are steps in the right direction. Opportunity is 

there for taking – Are the retailers prepared? In such a scenario of rapid growth, the 

preparedness of Indian retailers in terms of having appropriate formats, scalable 

processes, appropriate technology and relevant organization capability would be 

crucial to success. [Source: Retail Asia, KPMG Analysis] 

The growth factors in Indian organized sector are various but it is mainly due to the 

fact that India's economy is booming. Many Indian companies have entered the retail 

industry in India and this is also a factor in the growth of Indian organized retail 

sector. Reliance Industries Limited is planning to invest US$ 6 billion in the 

organized retail sector in India by opening 1500 supermarkets and 1000 

hypermarkets. Bharti Telecoms is planning a joint venture worth £ 750 million with 

Tesco a global retail giant. Pantaloon is planning to invest US$ 1 billion in order to 

increase its retail space to 30 million square feet.  

The factors for growth in Indian organized retail sector are many and that the reason 

behind its massive growth. But for this to continue both the Indian retailers and the 
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government will have to work together. Growth of Retail Companies in India is still 

not yet in a matured stage with great potentials within this sector still to be explored. 

Apart from the retail company like Nilgiri's of Bangalore, most of the retail 

companies are sections of other industries that have stepped in the retail sector for a 

better business. The Growth of Retail Companies in India is most pronounced in the 

metro cities of India; however the smaller towns are also not lagging behind in this. 

The retail companies are not only targeting the four metros in India but also is 

considering the second graded upcoming cities like Ahmedabad, Baroda, Chandigarh, 

Coimbatore, Cochin, Ludhiana, Pune, Trivandrum, Simla, Gurgaon, and others. The 

South Indian zone have adopted the process of shopping in the supermarkets for their 

daily requirements and this has also been influencing other cities as well where many 

hypermarkets are coming up day to day.  

Private label is still an emerging concept in the Indian Environment and there is an 

increasing acceptance of private labels in India. According to a Global Private Label 

consumer study by AC Nielsen, 56% of their survey respondents in India considered 

private labels to be good alternatives to manufactures brands. A study done by the AC 

Nielson (2006) named “Asia pacific Retail and shopper trend”, stated that, although 

private labels are a fairly recent phenomenon in India, it is a trend that is catching up 

very fast. According to this report, out of a total number of shoppers who shop in 

supermarkets or hypermarkets in India, 69% are aware of private labels. 

 

REASONS FOR THE FAST GROWTH OF RETAIL COMPANIES IN INDIA 

The retail companies are found to be rising in India at a remarkable speed with the 

years and this has brought a revolutionary change in the shopping attitude of the 

Indian customers. The Growth of Retail Companies in India is facilitated by certain 

factors like- 

 Existing Indian middle classes with an increased purchasing power  

 Rise of upcoming business sectors like the IT and engineering firms  

 Change in the taste and attitude of the Indians  

 Effect of globalization 

 

STRATEGIES  

Accurate Positioning - The effectiveness of the mall developer's communication of 

the offering to the target customers determines how well the mall gets positioned in 

their minds. At this stage, the communication has to be more of relative nature. This 

implies that the message conveyed to the target customers must be effective enough in 

differentiating the mall's offering from that of its competitors without even naming 
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them. The message should also clearly convey to the target audience that the mall 

offers them exactly what they call the complete shopping-cum-entertainment point 

that meets all their expectations. The core purpose is to inform the target customers 

about the offering of the mall, persuade them to visit the mall and remind them about 

the mall. The mall developer can create awareness about the offering among the target 

customers in a number of ways. Various communication tools available to the mall 

developer for this purpose may include advertising, buzz marketing (WoM), celebrity 

endorsement, use of print media, press releases and viral marketing .Once the 

message is being conveyed through these channels, the mall developer must add a 

personal touch to his message.  

 

Effective Visual Communication - Retailer has to give more emphasis on display 

visual merchandising, lighting, signage and specialized props. The visual 

communication strategy might be planned and also be brand positioned. Theme or 

lifestyle displays using stylized mannequins and props, which are based on a season 

or an event, are used to promote collections and have to change to keep touch with the 

trend. The merchandise presentation ought to be very creative and displays are often 

on non-standard fixtures and forms to generate interest.  

 

Strong Supply Chain - Critical components of supply chain planning applications 

can help manufacturers meet retailers' service levels and maintain profit margins. 

Retailer has to develop innovative solution for managing the supply chain problems. 

Innovative solutions like performance management, frequent sales operation 

management, demand planning, inventory planning, production planning, lean 

systems.  

 

Changing the Perception - Retailers benefit only if consumers perceive their store 

brands to have consistent and comparable quality and availability in relation to 

branded products. Retailer has to provide more assortments for private level brands to 

compete with supplier's brand. New product development, aggressive retail mix as 

well as everyday low pricing strategy can be the strategy to get edge over supplier's 

brand.  

 

Challenges 

India lacks a strong supply chain when compared to Europe or the USA. The existing 

supply chain has too many intermediaries: Typical supply chain looks like:- 

Manufacturer - National distributor - Regional distributor - Local wholesaler - 

Retailer - Consumer. This implies that global retail chains will have to build a supply 

chain network from scratch. This might run foul with the existing supply chain 
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operators. In addition to fragmented supply chain, the trucking and transportation 

system is antiquated. The concept of container trucks, automated warehousing is yet 

to take root in India.  

Merchandising planning is one of the biggest challenges that any multi store retailer 

faces. The private label will continue to compete with brand leaders. So supplier's 

brand wiil take their own way because they have a established brand image from last 

decades and the reasons can be attributed to better customer experience, value vs. 

price, aspiration, innovation, accessibility of supplier's brand.  

 

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES 

Some of the key challenges faced by the sector are:  

1) Shortage of skilled manpower - Front-end/retail assistant profiles in stores form 

a major proportion of the employment in the retail sector while store operations 

account for 75-80% of the total manpower employed in the organized retail sector. 

Unfortunately, there are very few courses specific to the retail sector and 

graduates/post graduates from other streams are recruited. Further, retail training 

opportunities such as niche courses for areas like merchandising, supply chain and 

so on are limited. The condition is more alarming in the unorganized sector where 

the manpower is not equipped with even the basic level of retail specific and 

customer service skills, which adds to their incompetence vis-à-vis the organized 

sector. A cohesive effort to develop skills within the sector can have a significant 

potential impact on productivity and competitiveness, both within the sector and 

on the wider economy.  

2) Lack of industry status - Due to the absence of ‘industry status’, organized retail 

in India faces difficulties in procurement of organized financing and fiscal 

incentives. The Government should grant the much needed ’industry status’ to the 

sector so that the sops that come with it helps promote both big & small retailers. 

3) Policy induced barriers – Organized retail in India is managed by both the 

Ministries of Commerce & Consumer Affairs. While the Ministry of Commerce 

takes care of the retail policy, the Ministry of Consumer Affairs regulates retailing 

in terms of licenses and legislations. There is a need to govern retail operations 

through a single apex body. A single agency can take care of retail operations 

more effectively, especially with regard to addressing the grievances of retailers. 

The development of the retail sector can take place at a faster pace if a 

comprehensive legislation is enacted.  

4) Real estate - Lack of sophisticated retail planning is another major challenge the 

sector faces. Available space is easily interchangeable between commercial and 

retail use. In most cities, it is difficult to find suitable properties in central 

locations for retail, primarily due to fragmented private holdings, infrequent 
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auctioning of large government owned vacant lands and litigation disputes 

between owners. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The retail sector has played a phenomenal role throughout the world in increasing 

productivity of consumer goods and services. It is also the second largest industry in 

US in terms of numbers of employees and establishments. The India Retail Industry is 

the largest among all the industries, accounting for over 10 per cent of the country’s 

GDP and around 8 per cent of the employment. The Retail Industry in India has come 

forth as one of the most dynamic and fast paced industries with several players 

entering the market. But all of them have not yet tasted success because of the heavy 

initial investments that are required to break even with other companies and compete 

with them. The India Retail Industry is gradually inching its way towards becoming 

the next boom industry. The future of the India Retail Industry looks promising with 

the growing of the market, with the government policies becoming more favorable 

and the emerging technologies facilitating operations. 
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